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The ionizing radiation induced disordered defect clusters and their relaxation in silicon were simulated by the density functional method. It was found that a non-relaxed disordered cluster gives rise to a great number of localized states having their
energy levels within the semiconductor forbidden band gap. After the relaxation, however, the density of these states significantly
decreases leaving only several relatively shallow donor and acceptor state levels that may contribute to trapping of free carriers
and shrinkage of an effective band gap.
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1. Introduction
The microscopic defects induced by high energy
particle radiation affect the performance of radiation detectors and semiconductor devices degrading
their functional qualities such as leakage current,
depletion voltage at p–n junctions, and the lifetime
of charge carriers [1]. Many of defects are the point
type lattice defects well characterized both by experimental techniques and theoretical methods.
Another type of defects, usually called cluster or extended defects, are comprised of disordered regions
of material resulted from a multiple interaction of
material atoms with a high energy particle within its
track. This type of defects still lacks the full theoretical model although they exhibit their self plentifully
in experimental studies. The first and simplest model suggested by Gossick [2] represents disordered
regions as a sphere charged by free carriers trapped
within a cluster. The model limits itself to a simple analysis of the electrostatic problem describing
the distribution of electric field within and nearby
the cluster. Further insight into the atomic structure within a cluster is usually achieved by means
of Monte-Carlo based methods: the Stopping and
Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM), Transport of Ions
in Matter (TRIM) [3], Non Ionizing Energy Loss
(NIEL) [4] and molecular dynamics [5] simulations.

Microscopic parameters necessary as input in these
calculation methods are usually evaluated from experimental data, quantum mechanical ab initio calculations or are just simply guessed.
Density Functional Theory (DFT) simulations
based on quantum mechanics were successfully applied for the studies of small size clusters formed from
several point defects – vacancies (Vn is the cluster of
n vacancies [6]), self-interstitials (In is the cluster of
n self-interstitials [7]), one or few Frenkel pairs [8]
and various combinations of vacancies, interstitial
and substitute atoms, for example, VO, CO, VOH,
etc. (a widely accepted list of radiation defects with
references therein is given in [9]). Such small complexes of point defects, mentioned here as examples,
extend themselves over the region of few adjacent
lattice cells. Despite their size, all these defects, however, are treated within the frame of the point defect
model: they have one or few discrete energy levels
in the semiconductor energy band gap, and various
spectroscopy and transport experimental data are
well fitted when these defects are given the values for
the free carrier capture and scattering cross-sections
similar to the point defect ones [9, 10].
The first (and the single so far) attempt to simulate larger defect clusters in silicon containing up to
50 randomly displaced atoms within the amorphous
region of ~1 nm in diameter by the DFT method was
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reported in [11]. The main result of these calculations was the presence of the localized states within
the cluster of both the donor and acceptor types
with the corresponding energy levels in the forbidden energy gap. It was emphasized that these states
are not of a point defect type but rather are the part
of the ensemble of the cluster states which have their
wave functions localized within the whole cluster.
In this work we have performed similar DFT
studies of disordered clusters in a silicon crystal.
Contrary to the approach done in [11], where the relaxation of the disordered cluster was simulated by
a molecular dynamics annealing procedure with
empirically defined inter atomic forces, the simulation of the relaxation in this work is done by applying molecular dynamics where atomic forces have
been calculated by the DFT method. Relaxation of
the atoms driven by empirical forces could lead to
the states with incorrectly restored inter atomic covalent bonds and to the existence of artifact states.
Therefore the purpose of our simulation was to
check whether the localized states within the relaxed amorphous regions would still exist and how
the number of states changed during the relaxation.
The method of calculations and the obtained results
are presented in the following section.
2. Electron states in the disordered defect cluster
Electron states originating from the defect cluster are calculated within the DFT approach. This is
done with the help of the quantum chemistry software package ORCA [12]. This program is designed
for the simulations of molecules, therefore the crystal under interest must be presented as a huge molecule containing a finite cluster of a crystal piece
with the broken covalent bonds saturated by the hydrogen atoms. The cluster of 165 Si atoms with additional 100 H atoms allocated along the dissected
tetrahedral bond directions was chosen for consideration. The simulation setup was the following.
The simplified Resolution of Identity (RI) approach
of DFT integral calculations was chosen to speed up
the simulation where lots of atomic structure relaxation steps were under interest. The price of speed up
was the possible loss of accuracy which, however,
was not necessary for our purpose as we were interested only in a qualitative picture of electron Density of States (DOS) but not in the exact positions
of energy levels. The calculations were performed
within the split valence wave functions basis sets
SVP and SV/J and using the Becke and Perdew [13]
exchange–correlation potential BP86 (acronyms ac-

cording to the ORCA manual). At first, the cluster
with no defects was modeled to find the optimal relaxed Si–Si and Si–H bond lengths and the electron
DOS corresponding to the clean crystal. The relaxation of structures was done to meet the 0.02 eV/Å
tolerance for the maximal atomic force. For the described cluster and the chosen DFT calculation
setup the obtained values of bonds in the relaxed
structure are 2.38 Å (Si–Si) and 1.51 Å (Si–H), and
the semiconductor forbidden band gap is 2.3 eV.
Then the number of disordered cluster structures
is prepared for simulation. The disordered cluster
is created by randomly displacing atoms from their
lattice positions. Atoms were displaced by no more
than half of the Si–Si bond length. In this work
only 17 atoms are taken to form an amorphous region – one has chosen a central atom, its four nearest neighbours and twelve next-nearest neighbours.
A smaller than in [11] number of atoms in the cluster was necessary to be able to run time consuming
DFT molecular dynamics structure relaxations. We
have calculated DOS for 25 randomly created different clusters and have run cluster relaxation for
10 of them. The example of the considered disordered non-relaxed cluster is shown in Fig. 1(a), and
in Fig. 1(b) its relaxed structure is shown. And in
Fig. 2(a, b) there are the main objects of our interest –
the electron DOS for the structures given in Fig. 1.
The main feature of the DOS picture of the nonrelaxed defect cluster (Fig. 2(a)) is the presence of
dense energy level sets in the semiconductor band
gap with the highest occupied level located near
the middle of the band gap. This feature was common for all considered 25 randomly created clusters.
Simulated relaxation of these clusters has led either
to the full restoration of the crystalline structure (in
19 cases) or (in 6 cases) to the clusters with only fewer
atoms remaining in disordered positions. The average formation energy of the obtained relaxed cluster
defects is 3.4 eV. As a result of relaxation, the number of localized states was significantly reduced as
seen from one of the typical examples (Fig. 2(b)) of
the relaxed structures. Note that the energy levels
of the localized states that remained after relaxation are closer to the conduction and valence bands
and there were no energy levels observed around
the middle of the energy gap. This result differs from
the state spectra of large clusters reported in [11]
where the deep level states are statistically present
in relaxed cluster structures both with the relaxation
being simulated by means of the classical molecular
dynamics method and checked with the DFT relaxation method. The obvious reason of such a difference
is the smaller size of clusters studied in our work. As
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 1. An example of the initial (a) and relaxed (b) atomic structure in the defect cluster along
with the LUMO orbital isosurfaces drawn at 0.33 of their maximum value. The rods between
atoms are drawn if the distance between them is less than 2.2Rcov where Rcov = 1.16 Å is a silicium
covalent radius. Structures are visualized with the xCrysden program [14].

one can see from the example of the relaxed structure
in Fig. 1(b), the crystalline ordering around the defect is nearly restored and the remaining couple of
two interstitial atoms accompanied with two vacancies may be considered as a point defect extending
beyond one lattice cell rather than the cluster due to
the discrete energy levels of states in this particular
defect. A closer inspection of the defect shown in
Fig. 1(b) suggests it to be similar to the fourfold coordinated silicon point defect described in [8] and
proposed as a building block of an amorphous structure.
Given that a large number of separate cluster defects even of this small size are present in the crys-

tal, the shallow donor and acceptor levels provided
by each cluster (see DOS at –5.2 eV and –3.6 eV in
Fig. 2(b)) should statistically lead to an effective band
gap narrowing which exhibits itself as decaying band
tails in various spectroscopy experiments carried
out on polycrystalline samples [15, 16] and silicon
containing extended defects [17]. As for the –3.8 eV
level state which appears to be the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) in our chosen cluster example, it originates itself from the dangling
bonds represented by the wave function isosurface
drawn in Fig. 1(b). The number of such states with
the energy levels close to the conductivity band can
capture electrons and create the negative charged
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Fig. 2. Electron DOS for the non-relaxed (a) and relaxed (b) defect clusters shown in Fig. 1. In both figures the DOS
of defect clusters (solid lines) are compared with the DOS of a clean crystal (dashed lines). The vertical lines of corresponding styles indicate the energy positions of the highest occupied orbital levels.
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space region around itself in the doped n-type semiconductor. This charged region may affect the motion of free charge carriers and thus affect the transport of free carries in the semiconductor.
3. Conclusions
The modeling of a small disordered region reveals
the appearance of rather shallow traps for the electrons that can influence the trapping and transport
of free carriers and this trapping will be sensitive to
the doping and electric field in the semiconductor.
It could be proposed that the obtained change of
density of states in the bands can also appear around
the larger clusters if the disordered regions will remain after the lattice relaxation, and it will introduce
a possibility of reduction of the effective band gap
around the clusters that may contribute to the capture of both signs of carriers by the clusters.
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NEDIDELI NETVARKŪS DEFEKTŲ KLASTERIAI SILICYJE
E. Žąsinas, J.V. Vaitkus
Vilniaus universiteto Taikomųjų mokslų institutas, Vilnius, Lietuva

Santrauka
Jonizuojančioji spinduliuotė sukuria netvarkias defektų sankaupas. Nedidelės sankaupos ir sukurtos sankaupos modeliuotos tankio funkcionalo metodu silicio
kristale. Gauta, kad nerelaksavusios sankaupos sukuria

daug lokalizuotų būsenų draustinėje juostoje. Pasibaigus
relaksacijai didžioji dalis šių būsenų sumažėja ir lieka
santykinai seklių donorinės ir akceptorinės prigimties
lygmenų, kurie gali daryti įtaką krūvininkų prilipimui
bei mažinti efektinį draustinės juostos plotį.

